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Abstract Atmospheric Rivers (ARs) that reach the complex terrain of High8

Mountain Asia (HMA) cause significant hydrological impacts for millions of peo-9

ple. While ARs are often associated with precipitation extremes and can cause10

floods and debris flows affecting populated communities, little is known about11

ARs that reach as far inland as HMA. This paper characterizes AR types and12

investigates dynamical mechanisms associated with the development of ARs that13

typically affect HMA. Combined empirical orthogonal function (cEOF) analysis14

using integrated water vapor transport (IVT) is applied to days where an AR15

reaches HMA. K-means cluster analysis applied to the first two principal compo-16

nents uncovered three subtypes of AR events with distinct synoptic characteristics17

during winter and spring months. The first subtype increases precipitation and18

IVT in the Karakoram and is associated with a zonally oriented wave train prop-19

agating within the westerly jet waveguide. The second subtype is associated with20

enhanced southwesterly IVT, anomalous upper-level cyclonic circulation centered21

on 45°E, and precipitation in the Pamirs. The third subtype shows anomalous22

precipitation in the Eastern Himalayas and southwesterly IVT across the Bay of23

Bengal. Interannual variations in the frequency of HMA ARs and relationships24

with various teleconnection patterns show that western HMA AR subtypes are25

sensitive to well-known remote large-scale climate factors, such as the El Niño26

Southern Oscillation, Arctic Oscillation, and the Siberian High. These results pro-27
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vide synoptic characterization of the three types of ARs that reach HMA and28

reveal the previously unexplored significance of their contribution to winter and29

spring precipitation.30

Keywords Atmospheric Rivers · High Mountain Asia · orographic precipitation ·31

ENSO · Arctic Oscillation · Siberian High32

1 Introduction33

Atmospheric Rivers (ARs), a term coined in the early 1990s, describes a phe-34

nomenon that explains how baroclinic eddies transport large amounts of water35

vapor via relatively infrequent, long conduits of strong moisture transport across36

mid-latitudes and into Polar Regions (Zhu and Newell, 1994). ARs obtain their37

high water vapor content from tropical moisture, moisture convergence, or local38

evaporation and are often found in the area ahead of the cold front of extrat-39

ropical cyclones (Rutz et al, 2014; Dacre et al, 2015). Many studies have shown40

the global importance of ARs to poleward moisture transport, climate, and wa-41

ter budgets (Zhu and Newell, 1998; Guan and Waliser, 2017; Paltan et al, 2017;42

Waliser and Guan, 2017; Guan et al, 2018a; Nash et al, 2018; Ma et al, 2020). Pole-43

ward integrated vapor transport (IVT) from ARs makes up over 90% of the total44

moisture transport in the mid to high latitudes (Zhu and Newell, 1998; Guan and45

Waliser, 2015). Studies have also shown ARs are related to precipitation extremes,46

flooding, seasonal snowpack, and water availability in the western United States47

and western Europe (Ralph et al, 2006; Guan et al, 2010; Dettinger, 2011; Guan48

et al, 2013; Lavers and Villarini, 2013; Wick et al, 2013). Moreover, ARs modulate49

extreme precipitation and anomalous snow accumulation in many other regions50

including Antarctica (Gorodetskaya et al, 2014; Bozkurt et al, 2018; Gorodetskaya51

et al, 2020), Australia and New Zealand (Kingston et al, 2016; Ye et al, 2020;52

Prince et al, 2021; Reid et al, 2021), the Arctic Ocean and Greenland (Baggett53

et al, 2016; Hegyi and Taylor, 2018; Mattingly et al, 2018; Neff, 2018; Wernli and54

Papritz, 2018; Wille et al, 2019; Mattingly et al, 2020), South America (Viale and55

Nunez, 2011; Viale et al, 2018; Ramos et al, 2019), North Africa (Blamey et al,56

2018; Akbary et al, 2019; Dezfuli, 2020; Massoud et al, 2020), and East Asia (Naoi57

et al, 2020; Pan and Lu, 2020).58

While much is known about ARs that simply cross from oceanic regions to land59

and immediately result in precipitation, not much is understood about ARs that60

penetrate farther inland (Rivera et al, 2014; Rutz et al, 2014, 2015), as is the case61

in Southern Asia. ARs in Southern Asia are unique as they spend most of their62

life cycle crossing land until they encounter the mountainous region surrounding63

the Tibetan Plateau referred to as High Mountain Asia (HMA). Yang et al (2018)64

identified a series of ARs that formed near the equator over the Bay of Bengal65

between 1979 and 2016 and determined that many were associated with tropical66

cyclones, and while infrequent, a large proportion of these ARs led to extreme67

rainfall events in Northeast India, Bangladesh, and Myanmar. Thapa et al (2018)68

detected ARs that crossed a transect in Nepal and found that 70% of these ARs69

were related to extreme rainfall during non-monsoon periods. Both studies indi-70

cated that further work is needed to understand the synoptic conditions of ARs71

in Southern Asia and their modulation by various modes of large-scale climate72

variability in both monsoon and non-monsoon seasons.73
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This study aims to examine ARs that reach HMA and their resulting precip-74

itation, which is important to improve our understanding of water resources in75

Southern Asia, where recent changes in the regional hydrological cycles have been76

clearly observed over the past decades but the consensus on the causes of these77

changes has not been reached. It is known that precipitation and the resulting78

glacial melt in HMA in the spring and summer months provides water resources79

for hundreds of millions of people in Southern Asia (Hewitt, 2005; Kääb et al,80

2012). The Karakoram mountain range, located in the western Himalayas, receives81

approximately 50% of its annual precipitation during winter and spring months82

from extratropical cyclones or Winter Westerly Disturbances (WWDs) (Bookha-83

gen and Burbank, 2010; Cannon et al, 2015; Norris et al, 2017, 2019; Carvalho84

et al, 2020). Glaciers in the Karakoram have been stable or advancing in a phe-85

nomenon known as the ’Karakoram Anomaly’, attributed to increased wintertime86

precipitation, decreasing summer temperatures, and increases in extratropical cy-87

clone frequency and intensity (Archer and Fowler, 2004; Hewitt, 2005; Scherler88

et al, 2011; Bolch et al, 2012; Gardelle et al, 2012; Kääb et al, 2012; Cannon89

et al, 2015; Forsythe, 2015; Forsythe et al, 2017; Norris et al, 2019). Meanwhile,90

in Central Himalaya, accelerated melting of alpine glaciers has been attributed91

to increased temperatures, decreasing precipitation, the weakening of the summer92

monsoon and decrease in nocturnal rains in the mountains induced by the ampli-93

fication in the anabatic-katabatic winds (Duan et al, 2006; Krishnan et al, 2013;94

Zhao et al, 2014; Norris et al, 2020). In addition, over the past decades, HMA has95

been at risk for rainfall-related hazards such as floods, lightning, and landslides96

that impact nearby populations, infrastructure, and glaciers (Kirschbaum et al,97

2010). The role of ARs in driving these rainfall related phenomenon is currently98

unaddressed.99

The objective of this paper is to characterize the climatology of ARs that100

bring moisture to HMA and result in distinctive regional patterns of precipitation101

during the non-monsoon months (December-March). This study also investigates102

the relationships between WWDs and ARs to better understand their interaction103

with topography and different large-scale climate drivers. To achieve this, we apply104

combined Empirical Orthogonal Function (cEOF) analysis to daily meridional105

and zonal IVT anomalies to analyze the variability in synoptic-scale atmospheric106

fields associated with ARs landfalling in HMA. We also examine the dynamic107

relationship between HMA ARs and a variety of well-known large-scale climate108

modes that are most representative and prevailing in the tropics, extratropics,109

and polar regions over a broad range of timescales, such as the Arctic Oscillation110

(AO), El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Siberian High (SH), and Madden-111

Julian Oscillation (MJO). The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2112

describes the data used for this analysis and Section 3 outlines the case selection113

and the methodology used for the cEOF and k-means cluster analysis associated114

with the AR cases selected. Section 4 outlines the climatology of HMA ARs and115

identifies synoptic AR subtypes. Moreover, we investigate the influence of climatic116

modes on the frequency of each ARs subtype and associated synoptic patterns.117

Results are summarized in Section 5.118
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2 Data119

ARs are identified in this study using a combination of geometry (e.g., length,120

width), intensity thresholds (e.g., above 85th percentile in HMA), and directional121

components (e.g., must be poleward), on a 6-hourly global basis between 1979122

and 2019 based on the widely used AR detection algorithm introduced in Guan123

and Waliser (2015), and refined in Guan et al (2018b). The latest version of this124

algorithm includes tracking capabilities from one 6-hour time step to the next125

(Guan and Waliser, 2019). This AR catalog has been used in many studies and is126

particularly useful in this study due to the global spatial scale and the application127

of relative methods for IVT intensity thresholds (Shields et al, 2018; Rutz et al,128

2019; Lora et al, 2020). The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-129

casts (ECMWF) atmospheric reanalyses of the global climate (ERA5) is used here130

to examine geopotential height, winds, temperature at multiple pressure levels, as131

well as IVT and precipitation (Hersbach et al, 2020). One main issue in explor-132

ing precipitation in HMA is that rain gauges are unevenly distributed and mostly133

located in lower elevation areas (Andermann et al, 2011; Norris et al, 2017). In134

addition, complex topography causes challenges in remotely sensed precipitation135

products, such as systematic underestimation related to the ability of the IR sen-136

sors to distinguish between raining and non-raining clouds (Andermann et al, 2011;137

Huffman and Bolvin, 2013; Palazzi et al, 2013; Behrangi et al, 2016; Maggioni et al,138

2016). To account for the uncertainty in these data sets, this research compares139

precipitation from ERA5 with other precipitation data including the Integrated140

Multi-satellitE Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurement (IMERG) V06B141

and APHRODITE’s (Asian Precipitation - Highly-Resolved Observational Data142

Integration Towards Evaluation) daily gridded precipitation products (Yatagai143

et al, 2012; Huffman, 2017; Hersbach et al, 2020). In addition, the analysis was144

repeated using Modern Era Retrospective Reanalysis version 2 (MERRA2) and145

results were found extremely similar (not shown), indicating the robustness of the146

results and conclusions (Gelaro et al, 2017). Elevation of the HMA region was147

determined using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)148

National Geophysical Data Center’s ETOPO1 1 arc-minute (about 2km) global149

relief model (see Fig. 1). For consideration of AR days, the ETOPO1 data was150

upscaled to the resolution of the AR Catalog.151

We investigated climate modes that are known to influence water vapor con-152

tent in the troposphere, position and intensity of the subtropical jet, Rossby wave153

activity, and the storm track in the Northern Hemisphere: AO, ENSO, SH, and154

MJO. The AO and ENSO indices used for this study were calculated by the Na-155

tional Weather Service Climate Prediction Center (www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov). The156

ENSO index is based on the Oceanic Niño Index (3-month running mean of SSTAs157

in the Niño 3.4 region). El Niño (La Niña) seasons are identified when the index158

exceeds +0.5°C (-0.5°C) for at least five consecutive months. The SH index was159

created by spatially averaging sea-level pressure over the region 80-120°E, 40-65°N160

during DJF between 1979 and 2019 and then standardized by subtracting the161

mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the time series (Panagiotopoulos162

et al, 2005). For both the AO and SH, conditions are considered positive (nega-163

tive) when their respective index is 0.5 (-0.5) standard deviation above (below)164

zero. Due to the complexity of the MJO and the wide variety of indices used165

to identify MJO events, this study uses two different MJO indices. The first is166
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the commonly used Real-time Multivariate MJO (RMM) index which uses cEOF167

analysis of normalized outgoing longwave radiation, 200 hPa zonal wind and 850168

hPa zonal wind meridionally averaged at all longitudes between 15°S and 15°N169

(Wheeler and Hendon, 2004). MJO composites use phases in which the magni-170

tude of the index is greater than one (Wheeler and Hendon, 2004). Daily RMM171

index values were obtained from the Centre for Australian Weather and Climate172

Research. The second is the MJO index of Jones (2009), which, in addition to us-173

ing 20-200 day bandpass-filtered anomalies in the cEOF (same variables as RMM174

index), defines an MJO event as those that exceed an amplitude of one and have175

eastward propagation (Jones, 2009). These considerations improve the accuracy176

of the representation of the temporal evolution of MJO events (Jones, 2009).177

3 Methods178

3.1 AR events179

To focus on ARs that reached HMA, days where an AR reached the 1000 m180

elevation threshold or higher (between 20°N and 40°N and 65°E and 97°E) were181

considered an AR day in HMA (see Fig. 1). While the number of AR events is182

sensitive to the choice of elevation threshold, the dynamics explaining these events183

are not affected. Between 1979 and 2019, we found a total of 1399 AR days in184

DJF and 1758 days in MAM intercepting the 1000 m elevation threshold. The185

independence of these events was assessed based on the results of the tracking186

capabilities from the Guan and Waliser (2019) AR detection algorithm v3. This187

method uses feature tracking and spatial overlapping from one 6-hour time step188

to the next to construct the AR tracks (see Guan and Waliser (2019) for more189

discussion). This resulted in a total of 2278 AR independent events in DJFMAM,190

which were used to assess the statistical significance tests performed in Section191

4.3. Approximately half of the events in both DJF and MAM lasted less than 1192

day while 10% of the events in both seasons were 5 days or longer. Because of the193

increased magnitude in water vapor and precipitation and the decreased magnitude194

in upper-level wind speeds in the spring season compared to the winter season, the195

seasons were initially separated for the cEOF and k-means cluster analysis. The196

subtypes of ARs in DJF were extremely similar to the subtypes found in MAM197

(not shown). Therefore, we discuss the results obtained for the entire DJFMAM198

season.199

3.2 Combined EOF and k-means cluster analysis200

A combined EOF analysis (cEOF) was performed to identify the main atmospheric201

patterns associated with ARs making landfall in HMA. The cEOF analysis was202

applied to daily meridional and zonal IVT anomalies using ERA5 reanalysis, in203

a domain extending between 20°E to 100°E and 10°N to 50°N for all selected AR204

days. Since EOF analysis is sensitive to the domain size and choice of variables,205

several tests were performed to find the optimum domain and the necessary num-206

ber and type of variables to properly distinguish AR regimes (not shown). We207

found that despite some variation between number of ARs, variables, and domain208
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choice for the cEOF analysis, results converged indicating the robustness of the209

analysis. The spatial loadings were calculated (see Appendix A for details) and the210

distribution of the leading two cEOFs were analyzed (Wilks, 2019a). A k-means211

cluster analysis was further applied to highlight the prominent spatial differences212

between AR subtypes (see Appendix B for details). Cluster analysis is a form of213

unsupervised learning that allows for an objective separation of data into groups214

based on the degree of similarity and differences in the spatial loadings (Wilks,215

2019b). This methodology can bring out unique grouping of data that might not216

have been identified, making it a powerful tool for an objective stratification of217

distinct atmospheric patterns (Cheng and Wallace, 1993; Mercer et al, 2012; Pe-218

ters and Schumacher, 2014). The results of the k-means clustering analysis are219

discussed in section 4.2.220

4 Results221

4.1 Climatology of ARs in High Mountain Asia222

The climate of HMA from December to March is mainly influenced by Win-223

ter WWDs which are related to extratropical cyclones (Lang and Barros, 2004;224

Bookhagen and Burbank, 2010; Cannon et al, 2015). These disturbances are asso-225

ciated with the propagation of troughs and ridges in the upper-level jet stream that226

can result in precipitation if enough moisture is present when orographically forced227

(Singh et al, 1995; Filippi et al, 2014; Cannon et al, 2016). There are on average228

70 WWDs related to extratropical cyclones per winter and spring season, but only229

25% of WWDs result in large-scale precipitation (Hunt et al, 2018). Cannon et al230

(2015) suggested that moisture advection was important for extreme precipitation231

events related to WWDs while Hunt et al (2018) concluded that rainfall associ-232

ated with WWDs is related to both orography and the intensity of the WWD. The233

mechanism behind extreme rainfall related to WWDs still remains elusive and we234

expect that water vapor transport from less frequent, but impactful ARs is critical235

to determine seasonal mean precipitation during the winter and spring months in236

HMA.237

A seasonal climatology IVT and AR frequency over Southern Asia using ERA5238

reanalysis and the global atmospheric river detection catalog (Guan and Waliser,239

2015; Guan et al, 2018b; Guan and Waliser, 2019) for the years between 1979240

and 2019 is shown in Fig. 2. During winter (DJF) and spring (MAM) months, the241

highest frequency of ARs (solid lines) is observed in subtropical latitudes (between242

30-40°N), which implies that ARs are associated with extratropical cyclones, oth-243

erwise known as WWDs. (Lang and Barros, 2004; Bookhagen and Burbank, 2010;244

Cannon et al, 2015; Norris et al, 2019). As expected, during the winter months245

(DJF) the highest IVTs are observed in tropical latitudes. We also notice an anti-246

cyclonic circulation over India, which is typically observed during DJF. Between247

30-40°N IVT is, on average, less than 200 kg m-1 s-1 and yet, during DJF there is248

an AR 8-10% of the time over Southwest Asia. In MAM, IVT begins to increase249

in subtropical latitudes (to about 150 kg m-1 s-1) following the transition from an-250

ticyclonic to cyclonic circulation over India during the pre-monsoon season, which251

brings more moisture to subtropical latitudes associated with the intensification of252

the westerly flow between 20°N and 30°N. On average, we observe an AR during253
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MAM about 8-12% of the time affecting Southwest Asia and 2-4% of the time in254

Southeast Asia. To quantify the relationship between extratropical cyclones related255

to WWD and HMA ARs, we used a catalog developed by Hunt et al (2018) that256

identified WWDs over Pakistan and Northern India. This catalog, which extends257

from 1979 to 2015 identified approximately 2600 WWDs between the months of258

December to March, averaging about 12 WWDs per month. Therefore, compared259

to our 2278 AR events, WWDs are just as frequent as HMA ARs (Hunt et al,260

2018). When we compared the days with ARs to the days with WWDs based on261

this catalog, we find that while 73% of ARs occur simultaneously with a given262

WWD day, only 42% of WWDs are associated with ARs.263

Summer (JJA) ARs are typically associated with higher magnitudes of IVT264

from the Arabian Sea east across Southern India, through the Bay of Bengal and265

northeast from there. This strong westerly flow and high IVT (exceeding 500 kg266

m-1 s-1) indicate a strong association with the summer monsoon flow. Therefore,267

during JJA, ARs typically affect the Indian Peninsula and adjacent oceans, with a268

frequency exceeding 10% of the time on average. The higher water vapor transport269

during the summer season is attributed to increased evaporation over the Indian270

Ocean and changes in circulation associated with the mature phase of the summer271

Indian monsoon (Goswami and Mohan, 2001; Carvalho et al, 2016; Zhao et al,272

2016; Yang et al, 2018). In fall (SON) the highest values of IVT (less than 150 kg273

m-1 s-1) are observed in the low latitudes, south of the Indian Peninsula following274

the progress of the monsoon toward the Southern Hemisphere (Carvalho et al,275

2016, e.g.). There is an AR between 2-6% of the time during the fall affecting276

Southwest and Southeast Asia. The frequency of these events also increases over277

Eastern Europe in the mid-latitudes.278

To determine the relative contribution of HMA ARs to precipitation, Fig. 3279

shows the average seasonal total precipitation and the AR precipitation fraction.280

The AR precipitation fraction is the precipitation (in all grid cells) that occurs281

on HMA AR days that season compared to the total seasonal precipitation. Dur-282

ing the winter (DJF) (Fig. 3a), precipitation is on average between 400-675 mm283

season-1 and occurs primarily in the Pamir Mountains and along the Himalayas284

at elevations greater than 1000 m. Spring (MAM) (Fig. 3b) precipitation increases285

particularly in Eastern Himalaya, the Karakoram, the Pamirs, and Tien Shan286

Mountains (see Fig. 1 for location details). The contribution of precipitation dur-287

ing HMA ARs in DJF is around 60% and about 45% during MAM across HMA.288

In the area near Mumbai, HMA ARs contribute up to 80% of the total DJF sea-289

sonal precipitation (Fig. 3 and S2). However, precipitation from ERA5 indicates290

high variability (standard deviation) in the high elevation regions and during the291

spring season (Fig. S3). To check for consistencies, this analysis was repeated with292

IMERG-PM and APHRODITE (Fig. S1). All three precipitation datasets show293

high precipitation totals along the Himalayas-particularly in the Karakoram and294

Eastern Himalaya regions but with varying magnitudes and spatial patterns. ERA5295

overestimates precipitation compared to APHRODITE and IMERG-PM and had296

a higher variance in the eastern Himalayas compared to the other precipitation297

data sets. Despite these differences, all three precipitation datasets show that HMA298

AR days contribute roughly 60% of total DJF precipitation and around 40% of299

total MAM precipitation between 2000 and 2015 along HMA. Interestingly, there300

is roughly the same contribution of AR events to the total precipitation during301

the summer monsoon (JJA) and post-monsoon (SON) seasons, indicating the im-302
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portance of water vapor transport by tropical intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs) in303

contributing to the total precipitation over the region during the monsoon season.304

The climatology in Figs. 2 and 3 show that winter months have much less305

precipitation in eastern Himalayas and overall a lower magnitude of IVT across306

Southern Asia compared to spring months. During the winter and spring months307

in Southern Asia, monsoon circulation weakens and temperatures on the Tibetan308

Plateau are much colder than temperature at the same altitude over the surround-309

ing oceans, resulting in a typical winter monsoon pattern on India characterized310

by low-level northeastern winds over the southern Indian peninsula. Meanwhile,311

the westerly jet is strengthened but retreated equatorward to linger around 30°N.312

This increases the frequency of eastward propagating synoptic circulation systems313

along the jet such as WWDs from upstream regions toward HMA. (Krishnamurti314

and Bhalme, 1976; Wang, 2006; Bookhagen and Burbank, 2010). The waviness of315

the jet combined with topographic influence favors upper-level divergence ahead of316

the WWD, orographic lifting, and large-scale convection that may result in more317

interactions between ARs with local precipitation in HMA. In the spring, there is318

higher atmospheric moisture content due to increased temperatures and satura-319

tion vapor pressure in and around HMA at the lower levels, increasing convective320

instability and the occurrence of precipitation events (Wang, 2006; Bookhagen321

and Burbank, 2010). It has been shown that in the spring months preceding the322

monsoon season, the interaction of extratropical cyclones with the warm moist323

tropical air mass leads to enhanced moisture advection toward the mountains324

(Barlow et al, 2005; Cannon et al, 2017). These warmer, moister, and less stable325

atmospheric conditions combined with orographic forcing can work together to326

result in more active roles of ARs in triggering intense precipitation over HMA.327

It seems that more attention should be placed on the impact of ARs, moisture328

availability and other key atmospheric variables that critically control moisture329

advection in the seasons.330

4.2 Defining patterns of variability of AR events331

Combined EOF (cEOF) analysis followed by k-means cluster analyses were applied332

to identify the main synoptic patterns associated with the occurrence of AR events333

(see section 3.2 and Appendix A). Daily meridional and zonal IVT anomalies from334

ERA5 reanalysis were used between 20°E to 100°E and 10 °N to 50 °N for the cEOF.335

To test the influence of seasonality on the cEOF and k-means cluster analysis we336

separated DJF and MAM AR days. While magnitudes of the resulting composites337

vary between the two seasons, the cEOF spatial patterns and the resulting synoptic338

conditions of the subtypes identified in the separate seasons were very similar.339

Therefore, results presented included cases in both seasons (hereafter, DJFMAM).340

Figure 4a shows the fraction of the total percent of variance represented by each341

of the corresponding PCs. The first two PCs of the correlation matrix for the mean342

meridional and zonal IVT anomalies during HMA AR days in DJFMAM account343

for approximately 14% of the normalized DJFMAM IVT variance. According to344

the North (1984) test, only the first 2 cEOFs were sufficiently separated. The spa-345

tial loading patterns (see Fig. 5) reflect the underlying circulation patterns in the346

atmosphere during these HMA AR events. For example, cEOF1 reflects the pattern347

of a strong anticyclonic anomaly centered around the northeastern Arabian Sea348
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with strong southwesterly flux across Southwest Asia that reaches roughly 40°N.349

While the second cEOF is also associated with above-average southwesterly flux350

over Southwest Asia the anticyclonic anomaly is located west of the anticyclone351

in cEOF1, and the IVT doesn’t reach as far poleward as cEOF1. In addition,352

cEOF2 shows a cyclonic anomaly centered over the eastern Mediterranean Sea353

that appears to be interacting with the anticyclonic anomaly.354

To objectively characterize spatial differences between AR subtypes we applied355

the k-means cluster analysis to the first two PCs (see section 3.2 and Appendix356

B). To estimate the optimal number of clusters, we examined the estimated kernel357

density function for the subspace of the first two PCs (Fig. 4b) (Peters and Schu-358

macher, 2014). The kernel density estimate of the first two PC loadings exhibits359

one distinct maxima for all cases in DJFMAM approximately centered in a region360

with negative PC2 and biased toward a positive PC1 loading (yellow point, Fig.361

4b). There are two additional less distinct maxima (green and red points, Fig. 4b)362

that are related to positive (red point) and negative (green point) PC2 loading. To363

ensure the robustness of the choice for the number of clusters, we also calculated364

the mean silhouette scores, which display how close each point in one cluster is to365

points in the neighboring clusters (Wilks, 2019b). A mean silhouette score of 1.0366

would indicate that the sample is far away from other clusters. By reiteratively367

running the k-means clustering with k values from 1 to 15 and identifying the368

highest mean silhouette score, 3 was identified as the optimal k for both seasons369

(see Fig. 4c). Additionally, we performed sensitivity tests for k=2 and k=4 by370

performing numerous composites (not shown) and concluded that k=3 was the371

optimal number of clusters for the selected HMA AR cases. Figure 4d shows the372

kernel density estimate using the identified 3 clusters from the k-means cluster373

analysis with each subtype having a unique centroid. All subtypes had sufficient374

sample size to break them into 3 clusters (n=857, 886, and 1414 for AR Type 1,375

2, and 3, respectively).376

To evaluate the temporal relationships among AR subtypes for both seasons,377

transition probabilities were computed to determine the likelihood of each AR378

Type transitioning to another AR Type or to a non-AR day. Figure 6a shows the379

probability that a Type 1 AR, Type 2 AR, Type 3 AR, and non-ARs will transition380

to another type of AR (or non-AR) the next day. In all cases there is a 45% to381

50% chance that any AR Type will remain in the same AR type the next day. In382

some occasions, AR types transition from one type to another. For instance, the383

probability that Type 2 AR would transition to a Type 1 AR is higher than to384

Type 3, while the probability that Type 1 AR would transition to a Type 3 AR is385

higher than to Type 2. Nonetheless, ARs are typically transient (half of the ARs386

last 1 day or less) and there is between 20% to 40% chance that any AR type387

will transition to a non-AR the next day. The next section will describe how the388

results from the combined EOF and k-means cluster analysis were used to create389

synoptic composites for each of the unique AR subtypes.390

4.3 Characterization of synoptic subtypes391

Synoptic conditions associated with AR subtypes were characterized by perform-392

ing composites of mean (Fig. 7) and anomalies (annual cycle removed) (Fig. 8)393

for IVT, 250 hPa geopotential heights and winds, and precipitation. The most no-394
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table differences between the three subtypes can be identified by the location and395

strength of the subtropical jet and geopotential anomalies, as well as the intensity396

and direction of the IVT. Type 1 ARs are associated with anticyclonic flow of397

above average IVT over southwest Asia and result in precipitation in Hindu Kush398

and Karakoram mountain regions. Type 2 ARs are characterized by southwesterly399

IVT over southwest Asia and above average precipitation in the Pamir mountain400

region. Type 3 ARs are characterized by southwesterly IVT that is mostly sourced401

from the Bay of Bengal and Northern India and results in precipitation across402

HMA, particularly in eastern Himalaya. For simplicity, we will refer to the ARs403

by the location of the majority of their resulting precipitation. For example, Type404

1 ARs will be referred to as Karakoram ARs, Type 2 ARs as Pamir ARs, and405

Type 3 as Eastern Himalayan ARs for the remainder of the paper. The seasonal406

frequencies of these events (see Fig. S4) show that Karakoram and Pamir ARs are407

most frequent in March, with all three types occurring up to 250 times between408

1979 and 2019. This is important as March is considered a transition month and409

interannual variability in temperatures (particularly freezing levels) can impact410

the amount of rain versus the amount of snow. Eastern Himalayan ARs dominate411

in May, where there has been over 350 ARs between 1979 and 2019.412

Karakoram ARs (Type 1, Fig. 7, first row) are identified by IVT with a westerly413

flow centered around 25°N and above-average precipitation in the Karakoram and414

Hindu Kush mountain regions with precipitation reaching between 16-20 mm day-1415

in the Western Himalayas and the Karakoram. The subtropical jet for Karakoram416

ARs is weaker along HMA on average compared to Pamir ARs. Karakoram ARs are417

associated with anomalous trough and cyclonic circulation located at about 30 °N418

and 60°E at 250 hPa and enhanced southwesterly moisture flux across northwestern419

India (see Fig. 8). Karakoram AR IVT has a more southwesterly orientation for420

the two days prior to the AR crossing the 1000 m threshold, but then has a421

more zonal orientation two days after, resulting in above average precipitation422

in the Karakoram and Western Himalayas (see Fig. S5 and S6). Some ARs that423

were identified in winter and spring months in Thapa et al (2018) are considered424

Karakoram ARs (e.g., 5 Feb 2013, 5 Mar 1980, and 17-19 Feb 2003, among others).425

Thapa et al (2018) concluded that these AR events are the main mechanism for426

bringing moisture into HMA in non-monsoon months and they associate them427

with most extreme precipitation events in non-monsoon months. The detection428

algorithm employed in Thapa et al (2018) focused on ARs that crossed a transect429

in Nepal, and they concluded that these types of ARs were less likely to occur in430

MAM compared to DJF due to lack of synoptic forcing. Our results show that431

Karakoram ARs are more likely to occur in MAM than DJF, though discrepancies432

between this work and Thapa et al (2018) are most likely to differing detection433

algorithms and study region.434

Pamir ARs (Type 2, Fig. 7, second row) are associated with enhanced south-435

westerly IVT that brings moisture from up near the Red Sea, across southwest436

Asia and the Persian Gulf and northwest into Hindu Kush, Pamirs, Karakoram,437

and Tien Shan regions. Pamir ARs result in up to 8 mm of precipitation per day438

in the Pamirs, and up to 20 mm day-1 in Eastern Himalaya. Anomaly composites439

show that Pamir ARs result in above-average precipitation in the Pamirs associ-440

ated with a trough centered around 40°N and 40°E and a ridge centered at 30°N441

and 70°E that are 100 m below and above average heights respectively (see Fig.442

8). The wave train from Central Europe to East Asia also appears to encourage443
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northwesterly moisture flux from the Mediterranean Sea to the Red Sea, where444

the tilted trough then facilitates southwesterly vapor transport straight to the re-445

gion surrounding Western Himalayas. In addition, anticyclonic IVT anomalies over446

the Arabian Sea funnel even more moisture poleward toward HMA. While there447

were no significant trends for HMA AR frequency, Smith and Bookhagen (2018)448

shows evidence for increases in snow-water-equivalent storage in the northwestern449

region of HMA during DJF and in the high-elevation regions of the Pamirs and450

the Karakoram during MAM. These changes are attributed to increases in pre-451

cipitation due to higher intensity WWDs in the most recent years and could be452

related to the ’Karakoram Anomaly’ (Smith and Bookhagen, 2018). It is possible453

that Pamir ARs could be related to the growing glaciers in the northwestern HMA454

region. Although we found no significant trend in the frequency of different AR455

Types, further work is needed to investigate how dynamical and thermodynam-456

ical features have changed in recent decades with regard to ARs. Precipitation457

in Eastern Himalayas during Pamir ARs could be attributed to the trough over458

Northeast India, which encourages the transport of moisture towards Eastern Hi-459

malayas. Roughly 15% of the time that there is a Pamir AR, an additional AR460

in Southern Asia transporting moisture to the Eastern Himalayas was identified.461

However, this moisture transport and resulting precipitation in Eastern Himalayas462

during Pamir ARs is not considered significantly above-average.463

Some Pamir ARs have also been found to extend backwards across north-464

ern Africa. Massoud et al (2020) documented an AR on January 25, 1994 that465

stretched over 12,000 km from western North Africa to the Karakoram. This was466

an anomalous case as the majority of the other ARs that impact the Middle East467

and Northern Africa were found to originate over the North Atlantic and dissi-468

pate in Iran where the Zagros Mountains in western Iran reach heights of 1250469

m (Massoud et al, 2020). Another example of a Pamir AR that traversed north-470

ern Africa and ultimately ended in western Himalayas was documented in Dezfuli471

(2020) as well as Massoud et al (2020). This AR, named ”AR Dena”, resulted in472

widespread flooding, particularly in Iran (Dezfuli, 2020). Dezfuli (2020) suggested473

that the moisture in the AR was enhanced due to warmer than normal marine474

basins that the AR passed over. While it is curious how Pamir ARs are able to475

traverse the complex topography of southwest Asia so far inland, the deep synop-476

tic troughs along southern Iran and Pakistan appear to allow for moisture from477

marine basins, such as the Persian Gulf and Arabian Sea, to reinforce the aggre-478

gation of water vapor that is then transported all the way to the Pamir Mountains479

via cyclonic circulation as suggested in other regions where ARs persist inland480

(e.g., Cordeira et al, 2013; Dezfuli, 2020). Then, as moisture-filled air in the AR481

is forced orographically, precipitation most likely develops on the windward side482

of the mountains.483

Eastern Himalayan ARs (Type 3, Fig. 7, third row) are characterized by IVT484

from northern India extending eastward resulting in precipitation in the eastern485

Himalayas. The 250 hPa geopotential heights and winds for these ARs indicate486

the subtropical jet is located between 20°N and 35°N with a jet streak occurring487

across southwest Asia. Eastern Himalaya ARs coincide with a 250 hPa trough488

centered around 30°N and 75°E that is about 20 m below average height and ridge489

to the west of the trough that is about 20 m above average height (Fig. 8). These490

ARs are associated with above average southwesterly vapor transport from the491

Bay of Bengal region up to the Eastern Himalayas which most likely resulted in492
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above average precipitation from terrain effects (see Fig. 8). Some ARs that were493

identified in winter and spring months in Yang et al (2018) are considered Eastern494

Himalayan ARs in this analysis. Yang et al (2018) suggests that the majority495

of these ARs are heavily influenced by tropical activity, where tropical cyclones496

can enhance longitudinal transport of water vapor in the ARs. Additionally, they497

concluded that a high proportion of December and January ARs in the Bay of498

Bengal led to extreme rainfall (Yang et al, 2018).499

The synoptic conditions associated with all three HMA ARs have similari-500

ties with WWDs. What makes HMA ARs unique from WWDs is the enhanced501

moisture content within the AR. Cannon et al (2015) investigated extreme pre-502

cipitation events in the Karakoram and Central Himalaya and found that, while503

similar synoptic conditions were characteristic of WWDs for both regions, events504

that resulted in extreme precipitation in the Karakoram were independent from505

events that resulted in extreme precipitation in Central Himalaya. The main dif-506

ference between the two types of events was the position of the trough, location507

of the moisture source, and precipitation. Our results show similar conditions for508

the Karakoram ARs and Karakoram extreme precipitation, whereas Eastern Hi-509

malayas ARs resemble synoptic conditions that caused extreme precipitation in510

Central Himalaya in Cannon et al (2015). Synoptic conditions during Pamir ARs511

resemble conditions leading (-2 days) extreme precipitation in the Karakoram re-512

gion in Cannon et al (2015), which aligns with the 24% probability that Pamir513

ARs transition to Karakoram AR within one-day (see Fig. 6). Further complicat-514

ing matters, there can be more than one AR reaching HMA at any given time. For515

example, roughly 15-17% of any AR type occurs simultaneously with an additional516

AR in the Southern Asia region, indicating the complexity of HMA ARs compared517

to ARs in other regions of the world.518

4.4 Climate Modulation519

Using the HMA AR climatology presented in this research, we investigate the520

influence of ENSO, AO, SH, and MJO on the frequency and intensity of HMA521

ARs during the winter and spring seasons. On interannual timescales, ENSO, AO,522

and SH, among others, have been shown to influence some of the variability in523

precipitation and circulation in Southern Asia (Gong et al, 2001; Gong and Ho,524

2002; Wu and Wang, 2002; Yadav et al, 2009; Cannon et al, 2015). The main525

goal of this section is to explore how these different climate modes modulate the526

frequency and intensity of HMA ARs.527

ENSO warm phases have been shown to increase precipitation in western Hi-528

malaya during the winter, attributed to increased convergence over southeast-529

ern Asia due to increased subsidence over the maritime continent (Yadav et al,530

2009; Cannon et al, 2015). During the warm phase of ENSO, when the tropical531

oceans are warmer than usual, anomalous upper-level convergence over southern532

Asia has been shown to intensify WWDs (Yadav et al, 2009; Thapa et al, 2018).533

(Rana et al, 2019) explains that increased precipitation in Central Southwest Asia534

(CSWA) during winter season El Niño years is mainly attributed to a deepened535

trough over CSWA with cyclonic circulation that enhances southwesterly flow and536

moist air advection from the Indian Ocean basin into CSWA. Guan and Waliser537

(2015) found that El Niño conditions slightly increase NDJFM AR frequency in538
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southwest and southern Asia but has no considerable impact on precipitation. AR539

frequency was shown to decrease significantly in southwest Asia during La Niña540

years in NDJFM (Guan and Waliser, 2015).541

Here we evaluated the importance of the climate modes by calculating the542

difference in the proportion of HMA ARs for El Niño phase compared to La Niña543

phase, AO+ conditions compared to AO- conditions, SH+ conditions compared to544

SH- conditions and MJO conditions compared to no MJO conditions (see Table545

1). For example, we compute the seasonal proportions of HMA ARs for El Niño546

and La Niña conditions during 1979-2019; the null hypothesis is that El Niño547

and La Niña frequencies are equal. This is evaluated using a z test at the 5%548

significance level (see Appendix C for equations). Significant differences at a 5%549

and 1% significance level in Table 1 are noted and indicate that Karakoram and550

Pamir ARs are more frequent during El Niño compared to neutral and less frequent551

during La Niña conditions compared to neutral. However, ENSO related changes552

in frequency are considered significantly larger during La Niña conditions than553

during El Niño conditions. To investigate the impact of ENSO on the magnitude554

of IVT within the AR, we examined the distribution of the average IVT anomalies555

within the AR during the different types of HMA ARs for La Niña, neutral, and El556

Niño conditions (Fig. S8a). There does not appear to be any dramatic difference557

in the average IVT magnitude within the ARs when comparing El Niño, neutral558

and La Niña conditions. Eastern Himalayan ARs during La Niña seem to have559

larger variability in AR IVT, but few outliers, whereas Eastern Himalayan ARs560

during El Niño have less variability but larger outliers.561

To understand why El Niño conditions favor increased frequency of Karakoram562

and Pamir ARs in contrast with La Niña, we compare DJFMAM averages of563

moisture and circulation fields for the two phases of the ENSO. Figures 9(a, d, g)564

shows the difference (El Niño minus La Niña) in the anomalies of IVT, 250 hPa565

geopotential height and winds, and precipitation and 500 hPa winds for Karakoram566

ARs and Fig. 9b, e, and h show differences for Pamir ARs. It is important to note567

that anomalies are relative to their respective AR Climatologies (see Fig. 8) and568

not the annual climatology. At upper levels, Karakoram and Pamir ARs are related569

to weaker upper-level trough centered at 30°N and 40°E and a stronger ridge near570

80°E during El Niño conditions compared to La Niña. This suggests that the571

El Niño response in Central Asia favors an anticyclonic flow centered North of572

the Hindu Kush for Karakoram ARs and over the Hindu Kush for Pamir ARs.573

This increases transport of moisture to the high latitudes during Karakoram and574

Pamir ARs, increasing precipitation in the Karakoram and Hindu Kush during575

Karakoram ARs and increasing precipitation in the Pamir region during Pamir576

ARs. While the upper-level blocking during El Niño is an important difference,577

the increased IVT in the higher latitudes during El Niño compared to La Niña578

indicates that the increased Pamir AR frequency seems influenced by atmospheric579

conditions that favor the enhancement in water vapor transport to relatively higher580

latitudes.581

The positive (negative) phase of AO is characterized by negative (positive)582

1000 hPa geopotential height anomalies in the Arctic and two zonal bands of pos-583

itive (negative) 1000 hPa geopotential height anomalies in the midlatitudes, over584

the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Thompson and Wallace, 1998). Positive AO con-585

ditions encourage stronger upper-level westerlies, enhanced polar circulation, and586

the jet stream is typically located further poleward. Cannon et al (2015) showed587
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that in HMA, positive AO conditions are associated with a poleward shift of the588

eastern extent of the subtropical jet, and an increase in magnitude in the jet to the589

west of the Karakoram. They indicated a strong positive relationship between the590

positive phase of AO and increased 200 hPa zonal winds in the midlatitudes. These591

increased zonal winds modify the jet position and increase WWD activity and pre-592

cipitation over HMA (Cannon et al, 2015). Increased precipitation in northwest593

India during the positive phase of AO has also been noted by other studies (Yadav594

et al, 2009; Thapa et al, 2018). The negative phase of AO is usually associated595

with a weaker polar vortex and weaker upper-level westerlies that allows the jet596

stream to undulate more, increasing cold air advection from the Arctic and has597

been attributed to increased storminess in the midlatitudes (Cannon et al, 2015).598

Z scores for differences in proportion of frequency of HMA ARs during AO+599

and AO- conditions compared to neutral conditions indicate that Karakoram and600

Pamir ARs are significantly more frequent during positive AO conditions and less601

frequent during negative AO conditions compared to neutral. This is consistent602

with Guan and Waliser (2015), which found increased AR frequency over south-603

west Asia during the positive phase of AO, where Karakoram and Pamir ARs604

typically enhance precipitation. Eastern Himalayan ARs are significantly less fre-605

quent during both AO+ and AO- conditions. Difference composites of 250 hPa606

geopotential height and winds, IVT, precipitation, and 500 hPa winds are shown607

in Fig. 10 for AO+ and AO-. All three AR types show increases in water vapor608

content between 20-40 kg m-1 s-1 along southwest Asia that could be attributed to609

an anticyclonic anomaly over the Arabian Sea (Fig. 10a-f). This may increase the610

amount of precipitation in the Karakoram and western Himalayas for Karakoram611

and Eastern Himalayan ARs during AO+ conditions compared to AO- (see Fig.612

10g, i). However, the anomalous trough and associated cyclonic circulation near613

the Tien Shan region during Karakoram ARs implies higher than average wind614

speeds potentially increase precipitation in the Tien Shan during AO+ compared615

to AO- conditions (see Fig. 10g). The location of the ridges and troughs during616

AO+ compared to AO- and the lower difference in IVT suggests that dynamics617

(likely through enhanced orographic lifting caused by strong winds) play a more618

important role than thermodynamics (increase in water vapor content) in influ-619

encing AR frequency during AO conditions.620

The Siberian High is a high-pressure center located in the northeastern part of621

Eurasia that has been shown to strongly influence processes from surface temper-622

atures to the middle troposphere and thus the climate in middle to high Eurasia623

during winter (Gong et al, 2001; Gong and Ho, 2002; Wu and Wang, 2002). Weak-624

ening of the SH encourages disturbances in the weaker subtropical jet, allowing for625

WWD to propagate toward HMA, increasing precipitation in Central Himalayas626

(Cohen and Entekhabi, 1999; Wu and Wang, 2002; Cannon et al, 2015). Rana et al627

(2019) shows that ridging that extends into central Asia and Europe during SH+628

blocks eastward propagating westerly storm system, and restricts westerly flow to629

more southerly latitudes, resulting in increased precipitation in the southern re-630

gion of CSWA. Table 1 indicates that Karakoram and Pamir ARs are significantly631

more frequent during SH- compared to neutral. Figure 11a shows a significant de-632

crease in water vapor content along the western basin of the Arabian Sea that is633

associated with enhanced ridging over Saudi Arabia during SH+ compared to SH634

negative during Karakoram and Pamir ARs (Fig. 11b, e). Additionally, there is an635

increase in the magnitude of northwesterly winds around the Western Himalayas636
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that would potentially decrease precipitation in these regions in SH+ compared to637

SH- (see Fig. 11g). Eastern Himalayan ARs are more frequent during SH+ com-638

pared to neutral (see Table 1), which is attributed to an anticyclonic anomaly in639

IVT over the Bay of Bengal increasing precipitation in Eastern Himalayas during640

SH+ conditions (see Fig. 11c, i).641

The MJO, which is the primary mode of intraseasonal variability in the tropics642

(Madden and Julian, 1971, 1972), has been shown to influence precipitation and643

circulation regimes in HMA as well as ARs across the globe by forcing a Rossby644

wave response due to changes in convection and diabatic heating (Barlow et al,645

2005; Ralph et al, 2011; Guan et al, 2012; Guan and Waliser, 2015; Cannon et al,646

2017). Cannon et al (2017) found that the MJO modifies the circulation and mois-647

ture availability within WWD, but no one phase favors extreme precipitation in648

High Mountain Asia. Guan and Waliser (2015) found that AR frequency increased649

in southwest Asia during NDJFM for MJO phases 1, 2, and 8 and only increased650

precipitation in HMA only during phase 8. They also found that AR frequency in651

southern Asia decreased significantly during MJO phases 4 and 5 with decreased652

precipitation in HMA during phase 5. According to z-scores from differences in653

proportion of HMA ARs, Eastern Himalayan and Pamir ARs are less frequent654

when there is any active MJO phase compared to when there is no active MJO655

phase and Karakoram ARs are more frequent during any active MJO phase, but656

no significant differences were found (see Table 1). Examining each MJO phase as657

well as the differences in circulation and water vapor did not yield any significant658

results. This leads us to conclude that MJO may influence the frequency of ARs,659

but that other climate modes may play a stronger role. It is possible that under-660

standing the complexities of the impact of MJO on ARs is beyond the scope of661

this current analysis, and future work is needed to make significant conclusions on662

MJO and HMA ARs.663

5 Discussion and Conclusions664

The objective of this research was to identify the climatology of ARs that influence665

HMA and investigate their linkages with large-scale circulation and precipitation666

patterns in the winter and spring seasons. Using ERA5 reanalysis and a global667

AR catalog, this study revealed the climatology of ARs that reach HMA, and668

their relationship with precipitation regimes in southern Asia using combined EOF669

analysis with k-means clustering. While there is on average little to no vapor flux670

in Southern Asia during DJFMAM, enhanced IVT during HMA ARs results in671

roughly 40-60% of the total seasonal precipitation. Three AR subtypes penetrate672

far inland across Southern Asia, reach HMA during the winter and spring, and673

result in different precipitation patterns.674

The three AR types are delineated by the location of their above-average pre-675

cipitation. Karakoram ARs are associated with low geopotential heights directly676

north of the Arabian Sea that results in enhanced IVT and increased precipitation677

in Western Himalayas and the Karakoram. IVT composites for Karakoram ARs678

identify an anticyclonic circulation center over the Arabian Sea that is respon-679

sible for transporting water vapor poleward. Pamir ARs are characterized by a680

tilted trough axis and increased IVT that reaches as far as 40°N that increases681

precipitation in the Hindu Kush and the Pamirs. IVT during Pamir ARs has an682
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anticyclonic circulation that covers most of the Arabian Sea and India. Eastern683

Himalayan ARs are associated with southwesterly moisture flux across the Bay of684

Bengal that results in above-average precipitation in Eastern Himalaya. Specifi-685

cally, Eastern Himalayan ARs are associated with upper-level cyclonic circulation686

over the Tibetan Plateau and source moisture from the Arabian Sea and the687

Bay of Bengal regions related to anti-cyclonic circulation. Pamir ARs transition688

into Karakoram ARs 24% of the time, and Karakoram ARs transition into East-689

ern Himalayan ARs 18% of the time, indicating that while each subtype has its690

own unique characteristics, they are not all completely independent. Additionally691

roughly 15% of the time for any given AR type, there is a second AR located in the692

Southern Asia region. For example, if there is a Pamir or Karakoram AR, there can693

also be an Eastern Himalayan AR 15% of the time, explaining the precipitation694

signatures in Eastern and Western HMA for all three synoptic composites.695

Between 1979 and 2017, all three AR types have a history of being associ-696

ated with extreme rainfall that can trigger flooding and/or landslide events that697

severely impacted the region. For example, in April 2016, an extreme rainfall event698

associated with a Pamir AR led to the occurrence of heavy flooding, lightning, and699

landslides in Kohistan, Pakistan, which resulted in over 100 fatalities (Kirschbaum700

et al, 2010). At least 56 landslides in the Global Landslide Catalog were associated701

with all three types of ARs (Kirschbaum et al, 2010). However, more landslides702

and extreme rainfall events may have been associated with HMA ARs, and a more703

thorough fine-scale analysis is needed to understand the meteorological influence704

of ARs on these extreme events.705

This research further examined the relationship between HMA ARs and large-706

scale climate modes such as the ENSO, AO, and SH. The relationships between707

these modes and HMA ARs are complex, but we find evidence that Karakoram708

and Pamir ARs are more frequent during El Niño, AO+, and SH- conditions.709

We also described the impacts of each climate mode on the broader circulation710

and water vapor patterns in this region. Increased frequency in Karakoram and711

Pamir ARs during El Niño and AO+ is attributed to the location of the wave712

train, identified by signatures in the upper-level jet. During El Niño compared713

to La Niña, precipitation and IVT are more likely to be higher than average for714

both Karakoram and Pamir ARs. During AO+ compared to AO-, precipitation715

is likely to increase in the Karakoram and Pamirs, but decrease in Eastern Hi-716

malayas. During SH+ compared to SH-, precipitation is likely to decrease in the717

Hindu Kush and Pamirs regions while increasing in the Eastern Himalayan re-718

gions. During SH+, an upper-level ridge over Southwest Asia can block eastward719

propagating westerlies, which can funnel upper-level winds to a more equatorward720

track and encourages precipitation to the east of the Karakoram. Relationships721

between climate modes further complicate these results and the understanding of722

their influence on circulation patterns. For example, during the winter and spring723

months in the 40 years of the study, there were only 25 days where an El Niño724

occurred without the influence of a different climate mode (e.g. AO or SH). While725

it is very clear that different climate modes influence the frequency of all three726

types of ARs, future work should consider exploring the influence of ENSO, AO,727

and the SH on HMA ARs.728

This work quantified the contribution of HMA ARs to winter and spring pre-729

cipitation and illustrates the importance of ARs to the hydrological cycle in HMA730

by determining the regional climatology of ARs in HMA, as well as exploring the731
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dynamical processes that relate ARs to precipitation regimes in Southern Asia.732

In addition to our findings regarding conditions of three different ARs and their733

interactions with the HMA, our research points to a broader consideration: the734

importance of studying ARs in novel sites where ARs penetrate inland and can735

contribute greatly to the regional hydroclimate. The characterization of the HMA736

AR subtypes can be applied to future work to examine the mesoscale and thermo-737

dynamic characteristics of HMA ARs. This can be used to uncover the relationship738

between ARs and local hazards such as landslides, floods, and other influences on739

HMA climate. Future modeling work to improve forecasting skill for ARs in this740

region could benefit from knowing the synoptic characteristics associated with741

each type of HMA AR and their potential impacts on regional precipitation. Un-742

derstanding the role of ARs in local hydrology is critical to minimize uncertainty743

regarding the future of water resources in Southern Asia.744
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Appendix A cEOF Analysis766

For each of the ARs within DJFMAM, ERA5 meridional and zonal integrated767

water vapor transport (IVT) were subset to 20°E to 100°E and 10°N to 50°N.768

Next, the mean annual cycle (computed using the first two harmonics) of the769

atmospheric fields were subtracted, each grid cell was weighted by the square770

root of the cosine of the latitude, and the long-term mean was removed from the771

data. Variables were normalized by the standard deviation in space and time.772

This standardization transformed the 3-dimensional data into non-dimensional773

data with a standard deviation of one, which is necessary in cEOF for variables774

with different units. The data were then reshaped into a rectangular matrix Z,775

with dimensions of 3NM x n, where N and M are the numbers of grid points in the776

X and Y directions, m is the total number of grid points (i.e. m = NxM), and n777

is the number of separate AR cases. The similarity matrix (R) of Z was computed778

using the formula:779

R =
1

NM − 1
ZTZ (1)

where R is the similarity matrix, N and M are the numbers of grid points in the780

X and Y directions, and Z is the nondimensional data with a standard deviation of781

1. The similarity matrix for the spatial correlations between atmospheric fields was782

calculated from different snapshots in time (t-mode EOF), resulting in an mxm783

similarity matrix rather than temporal correlations between grid points (s-mode784

EOF), which results in an nxn similarity matrix (Compagnucci and Richman,785

2008). The choice to use t-mode EOF versus s-mode EOF (spatial versus tempo-786

ral correlations) was made to get objective comparisons between AR cases and787

differentiate between the different synoptic types of ARs in HMA. For more dis-788

cussion on t-mode versus s-mode EOF, see Compagnucci and Richman (2008);789

Mercer et al (2012). Eigenvector decomposition (V) of the similarity matrix, R,790

was calculated giving the time coefficients for the data. Spatial loadings (cEOFs)791

were extracted by matrix multiplying the standardized, non-dimensional data (Z)792

by the eigenvectors (V).793

Appendix B K-means cluster Analysis794

K-means clustering is a form of iterative, unsupervised learning that classifies the795

data without having been previously trained (Wilks, 2019b). First, the number796

of clusters (k) is specified by the user and the algorithm randomly places cluster797

centers or centroids among the data points. Then each data point is assigned798

to the closest cluster by calculating its Euclidean distance with respect to each799

centroid. Once each data point is assigned to a cluster, then new centroids are800

calculated by computing the average of the data points assigned to that cluster.801

The data points are then reassigned to clusters based on the new centroid locations,802

and new centroid locations are determined. This process repeats until the data803

points are no longer assigned to a different cluster. The number of clusters is a804

subjective choice, so for this analysis, we tested k=2 through k=15 and chose805

the level of clustering that maximized similarity within clusters and minimized806

similarity between clusters. To determine the number of clusters that maximized807
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similarity within clusters, we visually inspected the kernel density function of the808

first two cEOFs to identify potential maxima prior to k-means analysis. Silhouette809

scores were reiteratively calculated for clusters k=2 through k=15 to determine810

the optimal number of clusters that minimized similarity between clusters. The811

mean silhouette score describes how close each point in one cluster is to points in812

the other clusters, with a score of 1 indicating that the points in the cluster are813

far away from the other clusters (Wilks, 2019b). Last, we also visually inspected814

the resulting cluster synoptic composite maps to confirm that the choice in the815

number of clusters minimized similarity between clusters and maximized similarity816

within clusters.817

Appendix C Z-score Tests818

To test the differences in the proportion of the different types of ARs between the819

positive, negative, and neutral conditions of climate modes, we test the difference820

in two population proportions using z-scores (Spiegel, 2018). For example, we test821

the differences in the proportion of the frequency of Eastern Himalayan ARs that822

are El Niño and the frequency of Eastern Himalayan ARs that are La Niña). The823

null hypothesis is that the proportion of sample 1 (Eastern Himalayan ARs during824

El Niño) is equal to the proportion of sample 2 (Eastern Himalayan ARs during825

La Niña).826

Z =
(p̂1 − p̂2)− 0

√

(p̂(1− p̂)( 1

n1

+ 1

n2

)
(2)

and827

p̂ =
Y1 + Y2

n1 + n2

(3)

where n1 and n2 are the total number of observations in each sample (e.g., n1828

= total number of days that are considered El Niño during DJFMAM between829

1979-2019), Y1 is the number of the days considered Eastern Himalayan ARs and830

El Niño, Y2 is the number of days considered Eastern Himalayan ARs and La831

Niña, p̂1 is the proportion of the sample 1 days to the number of days that are El832

Niño in DJFMAM between 1979-2019. p̂2 is the proportion of the sample 2 days833

to the number of days that are La Niña in DJFMAM between 1979-2019.834

To test the difference of the means of the circulation and moisture variables,835

we used the z-score to test the null hypothesis that the sample means of sample836

1 and sample 2 are equal (Spiegel, 2018; Wilks, 2019c). For example, sample 1837

are the days in which there is an Eastern Himalayan AR with El Niño conditions,838

and sample 2 are the days in which there is an Eastern Himalayan with La Niña839

conditions. We used the z-score given by the following equations to test the null840

hypothesis at 95% significance level:841

z =
X̄1 − X̄2

σX̄1−X̄2

(4)

and842
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σX̄1−X̄2
=

√

σ2

1

n1

+
σ2

2

n2

(5)

where X̄1 and X̄2 are the sample means, σ1 and σ2 are the sample standard843

deviations, and n1 and n2 are the total number of observations in each sample.844
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Table 1 Z scores used to test the difference in the proportion of AR days during DJF-
MAM 1979-2019 for the between the conditions of various climate indices and neutral condi-
tions.*statistically significant at the 5% significance level **statistically significant at the 1%
level.

Conditions Karakoram AR Pamirs AR E. Himalayan AR All AR days

El Nino vs. La Nina 2.74** 3.97** 0.96 5.07**
El Nino vs. Neutral 0.93 0.07 -0.78 0.03
La Nina vs. Neutral -2.29* -4.46** -1.89 -5.89**
AO+ vs. AO- 2.45* 5.24** -0.77 4.52**
AO+ vs. Neutral 3.18** 3.28** -2.91** 1.99*
AO- vs. Neutral 0.69 -2.02* -2.1* -2.54*
SH+ vs. Neutral -0.05 0.02 -2.02* -1.65
SH+ vs. SH- -1.98* -2.24* 0.05 -2.76**
SH- vs. Neutral 1.79 2.11* -2.1* 0.91
MJO vs No MJO 1.35 -1.54 -0.7 -0.71

Fig. 1 Topographical map of High Mountain Asia (HMA) using the NOAA National Geophys-
ical Data Center’s ETOPO1 1 arc-minute Global Relief Model showing the elevation (contours,
m) for the HMA domain. The red line indicates 1000 m elevation using ETOPO1 global relief
model upscaled to 0.5°horizontal resolution used for identifying HMA ARs. The labels show
the relative locations of mountain ranges. The inset map indicates the domain used for the
cEOF analysis with the blue bounding box indicated the extent of the topographical map.
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Fig. 2 The average AR frequency (contours; percent of time steps) per season and average
IVT (shaded; kg m-1 s-1) and IVT direction and magnitude (vectors; kg m-1 s-1) for each
season between 1979-2019 using ERA5 data. The red line indicates 1000 m elevation using
ETOPO1 global relief model upscaled to 0.5°horizontal resolution used for identifying HMA
ARs.
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Fig. 3 The average ERA5 precipitation seasonal totals (shaded; mm season-1) and the AR
precipitation fraction (contours, % of total seasonal precipitation) for DJF, MAM, JJA, and
SON. For each grid cell the total seasonal precipitation is calculated per year, then averaged
over all years between 1979-2019. The total seasonal precipitation that occurs within the AR
object is calculated for each season. The AR precipitation fraction is then the total seasonal
precipitation that occurs only within HMA ARs divided by the total seasonal precipitation,
multiplied by 100 and then averaged over the years between 1979-2019. The red line indicates
1000 m elevation using ETOPO1 global relief model upscaled to 0.5°horizontal resolution used
for identifying HMA ARs.
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Fig. 4 (a) Percent of variance explained by the first 21 DJFMAM PCs and their associated
error calculated using the North Test (Wilks, 2019a). (b) Estimated kernel density function for
PC1 and PC2 loadings for the ERA5 data analyzed for all AR events (contour lines) during
DJFMAM. The three points indicate the PC loadings for three specific AR days that were
categorized as different AR types during the k-means cluster analysis. (c) The mean silhouette
score for clusters k=2 through k=15 (blue line). The ideal number of clusters chosen is where
the mean silhouette score is the highest (Wilks, 2019b). (d) Same as (b) but broken down by
AR Types after the k-means cluster analysis. The points in (d) are the same as those in (b).
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Fig. 5 The first two eigenvectors of cEOF analysis for the mean IVT (shaded, kg m-1 s-1),
zonal, and meridional IVT (vectors, kg m-1 s-1) anomalies during HMA AR days in DJFMAM
at gridpoints in southern Asia. The percentages in the top right of each panel show the fraction
of the total percent of variance represented by each of the corresponding cEOFs. The blue line
indicates the mean position of the core of the 250 hPa subtropical jet (¿40 m s-1.
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Fig. 6 (a) The state transition probability matrix for DJFMAM days that start in state 0
(no AR, first row), state 1 (Type 1 AR, second row), state 2 (Type 2 AR, third row) and state
3 (Type 3 AR, fourth row) and ends up in state 0 (no AR, first column), state 1 (Type 1 AR,
second column), state 2 (Type 2 AR, third column), or state 3 (fourth column). The transition
period is 1 day and the probability is given in percent.

Fig. 7 DJFMAM average composites of (left column) IVT (shaded, contours, kg m-1 s-1),
(middle column) 250 hPa wind speeds (shaded and vectors; m s-1) and 250 hPa geopotential
height (contours; dam), and (right column) precipitation (shaded; mm day-1) for Karakoram
ARs (Type 1, first row), Pamir ARs (Type 2, second row), and Eastern Himalayan ARs (Type
3, third row).
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Fig. 8 DJFMAM average anomaly composites of (left column) IVT (shaded, contours, kg
m-1 s-1), (middle column) 250 hPa wind speeds (shaded and vectors; m s-1) and 250 hPa
geopotential height (contours; dam), and (right column) precipitation (shaded; mm day-1) for
Karakoram ARs (Type 1, first row), Pamir ARs (Type 2, second row), and Eastern Himalayan
ARs (Type 3, third row). Only values that are considered statistically significant at the 95%
confidence interval are shaded.
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Fig. 9 (a) Composite differences of IVT (shaded and vectors, kg m-1 s-1) for Karakoram AR
(Type 1) El Nino and La Nina conditions. Only differences in IVT that are considered at or
above the 95% confidence level are shaded. (b) Same as (a) but for Pamir ARs (Type 2). (c)
Same as (a) but for Eastern Himalayan ARs (Type 3). (d) Composite differences of 250 hPa
geopotential heights (shaded and contours, m) and winds (vectors, m s-1) between HMA AR
days for Karakoram AR (Type 1) El Nino and La Nina conditions based on ERA5 for 1979-
2019. Only differences in heights that are considered at or above the 95% confidence level are
shaded. (e) Same as (d) but for Pamir ARs (Type 2). (f) Same as (d) but for Eastern Himalayan
(Type 3). (g) Composite differences of precipitation (shaded, mm day-1) and 500 hPa wind
direction (vectors, m s-1) for Karakoram ARs (Type 1) El Nino and La Nina conditions. (h)
Same as (g) but for Pamir ARs (Type 2). (i) Same as (g) but for Eastern Himalayan ARs
(Type 3). The thick black contours in all plots are showing the mean composite rainfall (mm
day-1) for their respective AR Type with intervals at 5 mm day-1, 10 mm day-1, and 20 mm
day-1.
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Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 9, but for AO+ and AO- conditions.

Fig. 11 Same as Fig. 9, but for SH+ and SH- conditions.
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